Terror Eyes moving eye holographic
bird repeller

Huge 2-foot hanging ball has menacing, moving eyes on front and back that strike fear in
birds!

How it Works
Lenticular eyes produce holographic effects, constantly moving and changing as if they
are "following" infesting birds. Made of brilliantly colored heavy duty vinyl; scientifically
designed from extensive experience and research on predator and bird behavior.
3-D eyes move forward and sideways following bird pests as
they fly away. Hanging spring and air currents do the rest... a
totally realistic and scary visual deterrent!

Specifications
•
•
•

TOUGH. Made of heavy duty vinyl.
HUGE. Terror Eyes comes as a 2-foot hanging ball.
COLORFUL. Brilliantly colored eyes with holographic
effects that are constantly moving and changing.

Applications
TERROR-EYES are a great visual deterrent to control Pigeons, Sparrows, Starlings,
Gulls, and more. Applications are building roofs, airports, outdoor restaurants, boats,
warehouses, orchards, vineyards, farm fields, gardens and others. Terror Eyes are perfect
in combination with other audible bird repellers and other roost inhibitors.
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Visual Bird Deterrents

Repel pigeons, sparrows, starlings, gulls and more with a vinyl inflatable predator
that frightens bird pests away!

Instructions
1. Remove any nests and clean these previously infested areas
as much as possible.
2. Do not over-inflate TERROR-EYES. In fact, slightly underinflate, about 85%.
3. Locate TERROR-EYES close to the roosting birds, with good
line-of-sight to the infested areas.
4. When installing more than two units, hang them each at a
different height (a minimum of one unit diameter apart.)

6. When suspending TERROR-EYES from a rope, it is helpful, especially in windy areas,
to anchor the unit to something stable below; use the loop on the bottom of TERROREYES.
7. To prevent the birds' becoming used to TERROR-EYES, occasionally relocate.
8. Punctures may be easily repaired with a vinyl bonding agent.

For more information please contact us at info@easytek.co.nz
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Visual Bird Deterrents

5. To increase the random motion of TERROR-EYES, use the coil spring provided, and
reinforce it with a piece of strong twine slightly longer. This should prevent distorting the
spring.

